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KATHLEEN AUDET
Speaker | Image Consultant | Style Coach

Kathleen’s vulnerable, 
approachable speaking style 

combined with her deep 
knowledge of the fashion 

industry and empathic view of 
human nature gives her 
audiences permission to 

question why they own the 
clothes they own - through the 

lens of who they truly are. 
Whether your audience is 

comprised of women or men, 
entrepreneurs or business 

professionals, everyone leaves 
Kathleen’s talks with an inspired 
blend of actionable information, 
new ideas for their closets, and 

a changed perspective on the 
role that fashion and style plays 

in their work and lives.

POPULAR TALKS AND TRAININGS 
BEYOND FASHION:  HOW TO 
CULTIVATE AUTHENTIC STYLE

Image is about much more than clothes, current style trends, or personal 
shopping. In this candid and disruptive talk, Kathleen turns the concept 
of “image” on it’s head - and unearths true possibility for your audience 
to connect with themselves more deeply and connect with others more 
authentically. Audience members come away full of ideas to use their 
wardrobe as a resource for enhanced self expression - which translates 
into a richer and more satisfying personal and work life. 

This presentation can be delivered as a keynote, business or 
association presentation, or workshop. 

WHAT TO WEAR WHEN “BUSINESS 
CASUAL” JUST DOESN’T WORK

Companies can use image as a gateway to develop deeper trust, 
authenticity and connection. In this training, your team will learn to 
control the non-verbal messages they send to colleagues, clients and 
potential clients - as they develop skills to use clothing and accessories to 
create an image that is powerful, positive and professional - while staying 
true to who they are at a core level - which allows them to advance your 
organization's goals more quickly, efficiently and effectively.

This presentation can be delivered as a half day, full day or two day 
training. In longer trainings, participants will learn additional skills 
around presence, personal style, fit, and color - as customized for 
your organization’s needs and goals.



SHIFTED PERSPECTIVES, POWERFUL REVIEWS 

Since I’ve never been into “fashion for the sake of fashion” I was relieved when I heard Kathleen speak. Her words 
and work go way beyond surface vanity. Her talk illuminated everything I’ve always wanted to do with my 

wardrobe but didn’t know that I wanted until listening to her. If you have the chance to hear Kathleen speak, do it!

Stefanie Frank  |  Copywriter  |  TEDx speaker

Kathleen helped me feel 100% confident - and completely myself - before stepping onto the stage. 
And more than that, her guidance about dressing for speaking gigs has completely changed the 

way I think about my personal style across all areas of my life!

Erica Wexler  |  Change Management Facilitator  |  Leadership Trainer

Kathleen is different, she can see past the clothes you wear and get to the real you!!

Gina Best  |  Speaker  |  Business Coach

President and founder of Your Authentic Image, 
Kathleen delivers keynotes and trainings to groups 
and organizations who desire to have members and 

employees communicate more confidently and 
authentically. Her ability to help event organizers, 

speakers and HR leaders prepare their people, 
themselves and their employees for increased 

visibility is unsurpassed - as is her work helping 
companies develop dress codes that advance their 
brand allowing everyone from the C-suite on down 

to dress like who they are. 

Kathleen’s degrees in education and English have 
informed her work and research about strategically 

incorporating clothing into non-verbal 
communication. She received her image consultant 

training from the Conselle Institute of Image 
Management and is a member of Association of 

Image Consultants International.
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